In this paper, we give a simple diagrammatic identification of the unique combination of the causal n-point vertex functions in the real time formalism that would coincide with the corresponding functions obtained in the imaginary time formalism. Furthermore, we give a simple calculational method for evaluating the temperature dependent parts of the retarded vertex functions, to one loop, by identifying them with the forward scattering amplitudes of on-shell thermal particles. As an application of the method, we calculate and show that the temperature dependent parts of all the retarded functions vanish at one loop order for 1 + 1 dimensional massless QED. We further point out that, in this model, in fact, the temperature dependent parts of all the retarded vertex functions vanish to all orders in perturbation theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been an increased interest in the study of finite temperature field theory primarily from the point of view of understanding the structure of the early universe as well as the properties of the quark gluon plasma, the latter bearing relevance to experiments planned in the near future [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . These studies, in turn, have led to a better understanding of finite temperature field theories in general and new structures continue to emerge.
One of the important things, in the context of finite temperature field theories, is to find simple calculational rules for various quantities of physical importance. Some of the physical phenomena of interest at finite temperature, such as the linear response, involve retarded functions as opposed to the time ordered functions that we are used to in quantum field theories at zero temperature. As is well known [6] [7] [8] , there are two distinct ways of calculating statistical averages -commonly known as the imaginary time formalism and the real time formalism (furthermore, there are two real time formalisms). In the imaginary time formalism, the calculation of the retarded (or advanced) functions is quite straightforward. We calculate the relevant vertex functions in a Euclidean field theory with appropriate (anti) periodic boundary conditions and then analytically continue the resulting function to the appropriate axis in the complex energy plane. Furthermore, there exists a very simple method for calculating these functions to one loop order, which relates them to forward scattering amplitudes of on-shell thermal particles [9] . In contrast, in the real time formalism, we have a doubling of fields which for the n-point functions leads to (2 n − 1) independent causal functions. It is, of course, not clear a priori whether there even exists a unique definition of a retarded n-point function in the real time formalism and if so, how it compares with the retarded function calculated in the imaginary time formalism. It is worth pointing out here that a meaningful definition of retarded vertex functions in quantum field theories at zero temperature already exists and a lot of work has been done in recent times showing how this definition, when generalized to finite temperature, coincides with the quantities obtained from the imaginary time formalism [10] [11] [12] [13] . In this paper, we would like to describe a simple calculational method which gives in the real time formalism one loop retarded n-point function quite easily.
In Sect. II, we describe briefly a simple approach that works well in the imaginary time formalism, at least to one loop. In Sect. III, we explicitly identify the diagrams that correspond to the imaginary time retarded amplitudes and then drawing from the results of Sect. II, present a simple method for calculating these amplitudes in the real time formalism. In this approach, the temperature dependent parts of the retarded n-point functions are given a simple diagrammatic representation, which expresses them in terms of Feynman amplitudes with physical (retarded/advanced) propagators and a single statistical factor. As an application of this method, we show in Sect. IV that all the retarded vertex functions for a 1 + 1 dimensional fermion interacting with an external gauge field at finite temperature vanish to one loop order. We also extract some further properties of this model to show, in Sect. V, that the retarded self-energy, as well as all the other retarded n-point functions actually vanish to all higher orders. We end our paper with a brief conclusion in Sect. VI.
II. IMAGINARY TIME CALCULATIONAL METHOD
The calculation of an amplitude in the imaginary time formalism is exactly similar to that at zero temperature. The only difference is that the energy, instead of taking continuous values, takes discrete values depending on the (anti) periodic boundary condition used (T is the temperature)
Consequently, when one has internal loops, the loop energy variable, rather being integrated, is summed over all possible discrete values. The sum, at one loop, gives rise to a single statistical factor for the particle type whose energy is being summed in the temperature dependent part of the amplitude. This temperature dependent part of the amplitude can be represented as a forward scattering amplitude where the internal line is cut open to be on-shell with the appropriate statistical factor [9] (and the permutations of the external lines which corresponds to different cuttings of the internal lines). Calculationally, this is indeed quite simple. Let us illustrate this with the simple example of the fermionic contribution to the self energy of an Abelian gauge boson in 3 + 1 dimensions. The one loop amplitude can be written in terms of two diagrams as it is indicated in Fig. (1) (the momentum of every internal line that is being cut can always be redefined to be the momentum that is being integrated which leads to the same graph with different permutations of the external lines).
The forward scattering amplitudes associated with the thermal two-point function. The momentum k of the thermal particles is on-shell, being integrated over with the statistical factor nF (|k0|)
The amplitude itself can now be evaluated trivially to give
Here β is the inverse temperature in units of the Boltzmann constant,
and the tensor structure arising from the fermion loop is given by
The high temperature limit of the self-energy can now be easily calculated and has the form
where the angular integration is performed in the 3-dimensional space andk is a light-like 4-vector given byk = (1,k). There are some aspects to note here. First, in the above expression, p 0 = 2niπ T even though we have treated it as a real variable. Second, even though this calculation appears to be similar to a real time calculation, there is an essential difference, namely, the propagators in Eq (2) do not have the i term.
This can, in fact, be generalized to the n-point one loop amplitude in a straightforward manner. For example, the temperature dependent part of the 3-point function has the diagrammatic representation shown in Fig. (2) .
The forward scattering amplitudes associated with the thermal 3-point function. All external momenta pi are inward with
It is important to note that this method also allows us to calculate the temperature dependent physical amplitudes, such as the retarded amplitudes, in a simple manner in terms of forward scattering amplitude diagrams with physical propagators. Thus, the temperature dependent part of the retarded 2-point amplitude can be obtained by analytical continuation of the external energy p 0 → E + i . In general, the retarded n-point amplitude is found by the analytic continuation of the energy p 0 n → E n + (n − 1)i (all other external energies being analytically continued as p
, where we have assumed that the vertex with external momentum p n corresponds to the one with the largest time in the coordinate space. Such amplitudes are, again, straightforward to calculate. They contain physical (advanced or retarded) propagators G A,R in the intermediate states, as illustrated in Fig. (3) .
. Examples of forward scattering amplitudes with physical [retarded(R) or advanced (A)] propagators.

III. REAL TIME METHOD FOR RETARDED FUNCTIONS
The physical two point functions, such as the retarded and the advanced vertex functions, are well known in terms of the causal vertex functions. Thus, for example, (Σ +− is defined with a negative sign)
and so on. The problem, however, arises when we go to higher point functions. Because of the doubling of the field degrees of freedom, there are (2 n − 1) independent causal n-point amplitudes. The main difficulty is to determine which combination of these independent amplitudes will correspond to the retarded amplitude that is obtained from the calculations in the imaginary time formalism and how to evaluate them in a simple way. In this connection, it is worth noting from the discussion in the previous section that at the one loop order, the temperature dependent amplitude in the imaginary time formalism involves only a single statistical factor. In contrast, the temperature dependent part of every propagator, in the real time formalism has a statistical factor. Consequently, every n-point causal amplitude can, in principle, involve up to a maximum of n statistical factors. Thus, the combination of the causal amplitudes that will correspond to the calculations of the imaginary time formalism has to be such that all the higher order statistical factors except the linear terms cancel out in the combination. This is not hard to determine. In fact, let us start with some explicit lower order results before giving the general result.
Our discussion will be in the closed time path formalism even though everything can be described equally well in the formalism of thermo field dynamics. We note that in the closed time path formalism, the propagator has a 2 × 2 matrix form given by
Here G
ab (q) is the zero temperature propagator whereas G (β)
ab (q) corresponds to the on-shell thermal correction to the propagator. To keep the discussion completely general, we do not take any particular form for the propagator. Thus, G ab can represent the propagator for a boson or a fermion with the Dirac matrix structure factored. The important thing to note is that no matter what is the propagator being considered, the temperature dependent part is the same for all values of the indices a, b. For simplicity of discussion, let us introduce a diagrammatic representation for the two parts of the propagator. Thus, a simple line would represent the zero temperature part of the propagator while a line with a cut would represent the thermal correction:
We also note the following general relations [8] :
which will be useful in what follows. Furthermore, we remark that in the closed time path formalism, there are two kinds of vertices, the vertices for the "−" fields having a relative negative sign compared to those for the "+" fields. With these observations, let us first look at the retarded two-point function in the real time formalism. We then see that the sum of the graphs with two cut propagators vanishes (to keep the discussion general, we will use dashed external lines and solid internal lines which can stand for any field):
Next, using the relations (7), we obtain the following diagrammatic equation for the sum of diagrams with a single cut line:
The graph on the right-hand side of (9) coincides with the forward scattering amplitude in Fig. (1a) obtained in the imaginary time formalism, by analytic continuation of p 0 → E + i . Similarly, the sum of the diagrams where only the other propagator is cut, corresponds to the amplitude shown in Fig. (1b) (these amplitudes actually give the same contribution). Let us consider next the sum of the three point functions in the real-time formalism. It is clear that the sum of the following graphs with three cut propagators vanishes:
The diagrams cancel pairwise and this follows simply from the observation that a cut propagator is the same no matter what are the indices a, b as well as the fact that the "−" vertices have a relative negative sign compared to the "+" vertices. For the same reason, the sum of the diagrams with two cut propagators also vanishes. The sum of the diagrams with a single cut propagator, however, do not vanish and, therefore, it is clear that the sum of this set of diagrams is likely to correspond to the temperature dependent part of the retarded three point amplitude obtained from the imaginary time formalism (because it will be linear in the statistical factor). In fact, let us look at the sum of these four diagrams with a fixed single cut propagator. Remembering that a cut propagator is on-shell and hence can be thought of as a pair of open lines (on-shell and with a statistical factor), we can write
In order to obtain this result, we make use of the relations (7) and note that the integrands associated with the above diagrams can be combined pairwise as follows
Finally, adding all contributions, we find that:
The result given in equation (11) coincides with that associated with the forward scattering amplitude shown in Fig.  (3b) , which was obtained after analytic continuation from the imaginary time formalism. The sum of the diagrams with distinct single fixed cut propagator would, then, correspond to different permutations of the external lines and it is clear that the sum of all such diagrams would exactly coincide with the diagrams obtained in the earlier section in the imaginary time formalism. Therefore, this set of diagrams uniquely corresponds to the retarded three point function that would be obtained from the imaginary time formalism 
We parenthetically remark here that this is unique to the extent that the retarded self-energy is unique. In fact, we know that because of the constraints among various causal amplitudes, we can also write
Similarly, for the retarded three point amplitude, we can also write
However, the definition that contains the amplitude with all "+" vertices (namely, the physical amplitude) is uniquely given by Eq. (15) . Furthermore, by relating them to the forward scattering amplitude, we, naturally, have a simple way of calculating them. Let us next look at the retarded four point amplitude. Once again, it is easy to see that the sum of the following graphs with 4-cut propagators vanishes: 
Similarly, it can be verified that the sum of 3-cut propagators as well as the sum of 2-cut propagators also vanish. However, the diagrams with a single cut propagator do not add up to zero. Thus, it is clear that this set of diagrams is likely to lead to the retarded four point amplitude that will be obtained from the imaginary time formalism. Once again, it is easy to see that the sum of the diagrams with a fixed single cut propagator correspond to a given forward scattering amplitude and that distinct fixed single cut propagators would correspond to cyclic permutations of the external lines. For example, with the help of the relations (7), one finds that 
The right-hand side of this equation can be represented diagrammatically as the forward scattering amplitude shown in Fig. (4c) .
Forward scattering amplitudes associated with the retarded 4-point function. The internal on-shell momentum k is integrated over with an appropriate statistical factor.
Thus, this set of diagrams uniquely gives the retarded four point amplitude as 
Furthermore, by relating this sum to the forward scattering amplitudes, we indeed have a simple way of calculating the temperature dependent part of the retarded four point amplitude.
From these low order examples, it is now clear now how to extend these results to the retarded n-point amplitude.
Namely, we should keep the index associated with the largest time vertex fixed to be the physical index (+) and sum over all possible permutations of the thermal indices. It is known [14] that this form of the retarded amplitude is equivalent to the standard one given in terms of multiple nested commutators. There is an even number of diagrams at every order and from the properties already discussed, the sum of all diagrams with more than one cut propagator can easily be seen to vanish (graphs cancel pairwise). Furthermore, the sum of the single cut propagators can then be given a forward scattering representation which identifies them with the imaginary time result as well as makes the evaluation simple. By a straightforward generalization of the previous results, we see that the rule for calculating the general retarded n-point forward scattering amplitudes is as follows (compare with Fig. (4) ). Let p n be the external momenta associated with the latest time vertex. Then, all propagators whose momenta are flowing towards this vertex are advanced, whereas the propagators with momenta flowing outward from the latest time vertex are retarded.
IV. APPLICATION
As an application of this method, let us next calculate the n-point photon amplitudes at one loop for the 1 + 1 dimensional massless QED. It is well known that in the Schwinger model [15] only the self-energy is non vanishing. Thus, we are interested mainly in the thermal corrections to these amplitudes. The simplest, of course, is the retarded self-energy which can be obtained from the forward scattering amplitude diagrams shown in Fig. (1) .
Here, we have
and we have defined
where µν is the antisymmetric tensor with 01 = 1. It is clear that, under a suitable redefinition of variables, the second term in Eq. (22) becomes identical to the first and the integral can be trivially evaluated to give
Similarly, the diagrams for the temperature dependent part of the retarded three point function are given in Fig (3) . These can also be evaluated in a simple manner. Without going into details, we give the result here, namely, there are only two tensor structures with an even/odd number of space-like indices. For example,
where P (p 1 , p 2 , p 3 ) represents contributions obtained by cyclic permutations of the external momenta, and p
The calculation of the temperature dependent part of the retarded four point amplitude is straightforward as well. It corresponds to evaluating the set of diagrams indicated in Fig.(4) , where the external lines denote, in this case, photon fields. Once again, there are only two independent tensor structures that arise corresponding to whether there is an even/odd number of space-like indices with the values
where the appropriate i terms are to be understood. The pattern is clear now. As we calculate the temperature dependent parts of the retarded higher point amplitudes, only the external factors change in a predictable manner whereas the coefficient, namely, the integral, does not change and vanishes by antisymmetry. Thus, in this model, the temperature dependent parts of all the retarded amplitudes, at one loop, vanish. This is indeed consistent with the conclusions of [16] where it was shown that the temperature dependent part of the effective action in this theory does not lead to any physical effects.
V. FURTHER PROPERTIES OF 1 + 1 THERMAL QED
From the results of the previous section, we note that all the finite temperature dependent parts of the retarded n-point amplitudes in the 1 + 1 dimensional QED vanish to one loop order. This, however, does not say anything, in general, about the higher loop amplitudes. This is easily seen from the fact that if we were to connect any two external photon lines, the form of the zero temperature part of the propagator depends on the type of vertices that it connects. And, consequently, the pairwise cancellation that took place between diagrams in the previous section no longer holds. Of course, the temperature dependent part of the photon propagator, like any other propagator, does not depend on the type of the vertices it connects (namely, for any pair of thermal indices) and, consequently, leads to a vanishing contribution. Thus, the problematic diagrams at higher loop would appear to be the single cut diagrams where the internal photon lines are not cut as in the example shown in Fig. (5) . In this simple theory, however, things are rather special. Let us illustrate this with a general two loop diagram which would correspond to connecting a pair of external photon lines in the four point vertex functions discussed in Sec. III. First, we note that in the 1 + 1 dimensional QED, the photon becomes massive and as a result, the photon propagator in the Feynman gauge would have the form
where the photon mass can be identified with m 2 = e 2 π . The general form for a diagram with all "+" vertices in the 2n-point amplitude, at one loop, is easily seen to be (in this theory, only the even point amplitudes are nonzero by charge conjugation invariance)
If we now connect any photon line (and consider only the zero temperature part of the photon propagator because as we have argued before the finite temperature parts would cancel pairwise among the sum of the diagrams in the combination giving the retarded amplitude), then we trivially obtain
Here we have assumed that the photon line being connected carries a momentum q and the vanishing of the amplitude in Eq. (30) follows from the fact that for any two arbitrary vectors, A λ and B ρ ,
A similar argument shows that, in this simple model, each diagram with an internal photon line identically vanishes and, consequently, the retarded amplitude continues to vanish even at higher loops. However, it is to be emphasized that (31) only leads to the vanishing of the diagram, provided the integral in (30) is convergent. As is well known, the finite temperature integrals are ultraviolet finite and hence there is no such problem from the ultraviolet region. For a massive photon, similarly, there is no infrared problem either and hence the diagram, indeed, vanishes. On the other hand, if we did not include the photon mass, these integrals would be infrared divergent and, consequently, we cannot conclude that each of these diagrams vanishes individually. In fact, they don't and only when we sum the amplitude to all orders, all such divergent terms would cancel as (30) shows.
The discussion, so far, would seem to say that when two external photon lines are contracted, the diagrams individually vanish for a single cut fermion line in the Feynman gauge. This is, however, not true in a general gauge. Without going into details, let us simply summarize here that the q λ q ρ terms in the photon propagator do contribute graph by graph. However, when their contribution is summed for a fixed single cut fermion line, the effect is to lead to an integral which vanishes by anti-symmetry (the number of alternating step functions becomes odd). This could also have been inferred from the gauge invariance of this model. Namely, we know that, in this model, any temperature dependent correction to any amplitude must be gauge invariant and, consequently, if an amplitude vanishes in the Feynman gauge, it must also vanish in any other gauge. This model, in this sense, is special and immediately leads to the fact that in this 1 + 1 dimensional QED, the temperature dependent corrections to all the retarded amplitudes vanish to all loops. This is, indeed, consistent with the conclusions of [16] .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have identified, in a simple diagrammatic way, the unique combination of n-point causal amplitudes in the real time formalism that corresponds to the retarded n-point amplitude obtained by analytic continuation from the imaginary time formalism. We have also given a simple method of calculating the temperature dependent parts of the retarded n-point amplitudes, at least to one loop order, by identifying them with the forward scattering amplitude of on-shell thermal particles. (The extension of this approach to higher orders will be reported elsewhere.) As an application, we have calculated and shown that all the temperature dependent parts of the retarded n-point amplitudes for 1 + 1 dimensional massless QED vanish to one loop. For this simple model, it turns out that the temperature dependent parts of all the retarded n-point amplitudes also vanish to all loops.
